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About This Game

 "If the devil gave man free will, let him be the origin of all evil in man's deeds, let him be blamed instead of the stupid man, who
does as his lowest urges and desires command."
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A hybrid of adventure game and classic grid-based dungeon crawler, set in the medieval Czech town of Jilemnice and its
hilly surroundings.

A dark story about an innkeeper, beer and the devil.

Poetic dialogues, wise words, bargaining, fights...

An RPG without magic, elves or hobbits... (we're in Jilemnice after all)

No saving the world, no heroism.

Low hardware requirements.

The game has been released on Steam on its 10th anniversary

Windows 10 compatibility

Steam achievements

Minor fixes and adjustments
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Title: LEGIE
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Spytihněv
Publisher:
Spytihněv
Release Date: 3 Sep, 2007
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English,Czech
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A game exactly to my liking. If you like dungeons and if you liked Gothic, give it a try.. So far it reminds me an unpolished
Gothic or Shadows Over Riva, with the same sort of gloomy, brown low-poly and depressive atmosphere and non-intuitive but
learnable interface. You start in an inn, a servant of a very grouchy keeper who has you perform some rather disgusting tasks
within seconds. There are no voiceovers and the English dialogue is dark, brooding and unintentionally hilarious; this game
REALLY needs a translation by a native English speaker (or at least a copyedit).

It took me a bit to figure out there's no keyboard movement, only clicking with the mouse in the center of the next "square",
moving you stepwise like the early 3D RPGs (you do have full mouselook, though). Your inventory bar is summoned with the
right mouse button, and you use one object on another in the same way as many point-and-click adventure games.

It's very primitive, but I find myself wanting to continue after exiting the tavern and wandering around the miniscule "town"
(really just a couple of alleys). I suspect the game itself will be quite short. Still, I think the $1.99 entry fee is fair if you're a
genre fan.. Very old school atmosferic adventure rpg, where you must think differenly not like other new games. It has minor
coding problems, so you might get stuck and restart after some gametime which could be frustrathing but there is a guide online.
Its worth it to play till end. I recommend it if you are looking for something unique.. I liked what a I saw. The atmosphere was
captivating, and the story (if you can ignore the bad-in-a-funny-way translation) is kinda interesting because of all the gloom and
depression and beer.
Some of the puzzles are pretty hard, especially if it's just one little thing missing, and you have to backtrack to all the places and
the people to find out what it was. So at some point I gave up and just peeked into the walkthrough. I'm glad I did, because I
would never have found out what to do after opening that chest in the end. (Even the author of the walkthrough had to contact
the developer, because it's pretty much impossible to find out.)

So if you can live with all the shortcomings and want an atmospheric mix between adventure and dungeon crawler, this might be
for you.

Too bad I can't find that axe, otherwise I'd have all achievements.. Quaint little game, can be finished in a few hours, if you
want to go after all achievements. A 65\/100 effort.

The good

Occasionally amusing story
Retro in a good way
It's fun for a few hours

The bad

Strange movement setup
Combat is in easy mode if you fight with a shield
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Sometimes unclear what to do or where to go. dark medieval. telling a white guy to go back to the dessert because he doesn't
speak czech. 10\/10
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